(Published in Part - III Section 4 of the Gazette of India, Extraordinary)

Tariff Authority for Major Ports

G.No.185 New Delhi, 27 May 2015

CORRIGENDUM

(Passed on this 15th day of May 2015)

This Authority had passed an Order dated 20 May 2014 in Case No.TAMP/44/2012-TMILL relating to proposal of the TM International Logistics Limited for general revision of its Scale of Rates for the services rendered at Berth No.12 of the Kolkata Port Trust at Haldia Dock Complex. This Order has been notified in the Gazette of India Extraordinary (Part III Section 4) on 10 June 2014 vide Gazette No.175.

2. An omission has occurred due to printing error in the English Version of the Gazette Notification dated 10 June 2014 at page no.104. Accordingly, the incomplete sentence “in vessel-operation” in the first line at page no.104 of the English Version is deleted and the following sub-point no.(viii) under Section-2 is inserted above the sub-point no.(ix) at page no.104 in the English Version of the said Gazette Notification:

“(viii). ‘On-board supervision’ shall mean certain services, both on-board and on-shore, rendered by TMILL during ship to shore/shore to ship transfer operation of cargo for achieving greater productivity/ efficiency in vessel-operation.”

(T.S. Balasubramanian)
Member (Finance)